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Operation TS-788 v2a 
 
 

 
Fig. 1: Elements for improved operation 
 
 

1. General new features 
 

-   FM option possible (for much better sound in FM receiving) 
-   Squelch option possible (for much better working squelch) 
-   Shift option possible (for -100k relais shift above 29.600) 
 
- Switchable from frequency to channel display (40 EU / 80 DE) 
- Extended frequency range down to 25 MHz 
- Easier frequency selection due to short waiting time before the 

automatic continues to run. 
- Absolute tuning accuracy at 1k and 100Hz steps 
- Step size "10k" can be changed to 5k. 
- Absolute improvement in frequency stability 
- Elimination of the jitter in the SSB modulation 
- Top FM modulation. 
- Scanner can be switched over position "CW". 
- Service menu for setting some parameters from the outside. 
- Up/dn also works with other (also dyn.) Microphones (without the 

channels start to run when transmitting). 
 
2. Operation 
 
If you switch the device to the left ("on"), you enter the frequency 
mode as before. Turning it to the right ("ch9"), one enters the channel 
mode. 
When switching off, both the last frequency and the last channel are 
stored, where the device starts when it is switched on again. 
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The frequency selector switches by 1 step depending on the setting (in 
channel mode this is always 1 channel) in the desired direction, while 
holding it down starts running after approx. 1 sec. automatically, slowly 
if you press it lightly, and quickly if you push it to the end. 
The stepping switch further selects the tuning step, 100Hz, 1k, 10k (or 
5k) and 100k. In position "CW" the scanner is switched on. In channel 
mode, only the "CW" (scanner) position is active. 
The red LED now shows "Tx", the green led a received signal, this is 
also used for detection during scanning. The threshold of the scanner is 
now set by the squelch control. 
 
3. Setup (Service) menu 
 
Started: 
 

- Set the device to the desired frequency / channel on which the 
adjustment is to be made. There must be an antenna / dummyload 
connected! 

- Switch off the device. 
- Set the step width switch to position "CW". 
- Switch on the unit while holding down the PTT key. "0 0" is 

displayed. 
- Now select the desired function (left, 1-4) with the step width 

switch. This only works on reception. 
- The value can now be changed with the frequency selector (right). 

This can be done both when receiving and when sending, in order to 
be able to check the setting immediately. Caution: Settings are 
saved immediately! 

 
Features: 
 

1: Frequency 
Here you can set a value from 1-99, default value is 50 (center). This 
should only be changed if the frequency (by aging) no longer fits. 
 

2: FM deviation 
Here, a value of 10-30 can be set, which means 1.0 to 3.0 kHz. 
However, the FM deviation should not be over 2.5 kHz. That's the 
default too. 
 

3: Increment in position "10k" 
Here you can change the tuning step between 5 and 10 kHz. 
 

4: Channel selection 
Here you can choose between 40 (EU) and 80 (DE) channels. 
 

After completing the settings, switch the device off and on again. 
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